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A map of global radar cross-section according to Venera-15,-16 radar measurements for Northern 
part of Venus surface is presented and compared with Magellan data. The observations are coincident with 
the supposition that ferroelectric or semiconductive mineral phase presents in the surface rocks at 
elevations 6054 - 6055 km in small concentrations. Regions of unusual radar back scattering h c t i o n  are 
noted. The results indicate wide variety of physical properties of blankets on Venus surface. 

Venera-15,-16 space mission surveyed Northern part of Venus surface. When radar images were generated, 
large-scale variations of radar cross-section were filtered out, so extended diffuse radar features cannot be seen in 
the images. Reflectivity and roughness of Venus surface were derived [l] from Venera radar data using following 
procedure. For each site these two parameters of Hagfors' [2] back scattering function were calculated to fit two 
observed quantities: bulk echo power in radar altimeter mode and averaged echo power in SAR mode (incidence 
angle was about 11'-14"). I found that this procedure is too sensitive to deviation of true surface back scattering 
function from Hagfors' model. Apparent overestimation of reflectivity and roughness in some areas according to 
Venera data is undoubtedly due to such deviation. To avoid problems of this sort in this study I use a map of radar 
cross-section at incidence angle of 12". It was calculated with Hagfors' back scattering function using Venera 
roughness and reflectivity parameters. Actually the mapped quantity is approximately equal to observed SAR 
cross-section corrected for orbit-to-orbit systematic errors and reduced to uniform incidence angle. I also performed 
a correction which accounted dependence of attenuation in the atmosphere on surface elevation. The map is shown 
in the Figure. Roughly speaking, the map represents a distribution of global radar brightness which was removed 
from SAR images by the mosaics generation procedure. Effective resolution of the map in its Northern part is 
about 50 km. In Southern parts of the map resolution is worse and orbit-to-orbit deviation of data is prominent. 

The brightest features in the map are Maxwell (I), Akna (2) and Freya (3) Montes, which display extremely 
high reflectivity and radar cross-section due to presence of semiconductive [3] or ferroelectric [4] material in 
surface rocks at the highest elevations on Venus. Bright also are some other elevated regions: Northern slope of 
Beta Regio (4, Sekmet Mons (S), Danu Montes (6), Western Fortuna Tessera (I). Strong correlation of radar 
brightness and elevation is clearly seen in these regions. In most cases this brightening is quantitatively greater 
than in Magellan radar cross-section and reflectivity data. Most elevated Northern part of Lakshmi Planum (8) is 
somewhat brighter than typical plains in contrast to Magellan images. If ferroelectric or semiconductive mineral 
phase presents in the surface rocks in a form of rather compact inclusions (say, 1-5 mm), effective permittivity of 
rocks and radar backscattering cross-section steeply increase with shortening of the wavelength. Thus presence of 
such inclusions in appropriate small concentration could explain observed features. Pioneer-Venus radar 
reflectivity data (17 cm wavelength) do not show any prominent enhancing of reflection in most of these sites, 
while Magellan data (12 cm wavelength) display faint, correlated with elevation lowering of emissivity and 
increasing of reflectivity. For Sekmet Mons it is caused by Werence in spatial resolution, but for other regions it is 
also coincident with the supposition of wavelength dependence of permittivity 

Some densely fiactwed coronae annuli and deformation belts are brighter than surrounding plains in both 
maps. Especially bright are Earhart Corona with its surroundings (9) and Meshkenet Tessera (10). Most of 
tesserae, which are very bright in Magellan mosaics, do not differ from typical planes in Venera radar brightness. 
Tesserae are hown to have high radar cross-section at large incidence angles ctue to diffuse scattering caused by 
small-scale roughness of their surface [5]. At smaller incidence angle diffuse scattering cannot dominate. Vast lava 
flows in Sedna Planitia, which are brighter than typical planes in Magellan mosaics, are almost indistinguishable 
in Venera map. It is coincident with conclusions about small spatial scale of roughness of these flows [6]. 

Next bright regions in the map are an extended parabolic feature associated with impact crater Montesori 
(11) and North portion of similar feature associated with crater Yablochkina (12). According to [A these two 
parabolas are much darker in Magellan mosaics than all such features in the zone surveyed by Venera. Both 
regions have rather high meter-scale roughness derived from Magellan radar altimeter echo profile. Finally, very 
bright region 13, which displays extremely high meter-scale roughness, corresponds in Magellan mosaics to 
moderately bright lava flow with somewhat unusual texture. 
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If a regon is Venera-bright and Magellandark, its back scattering function decreases with increasing of 
incidence angle less steeply for small incidence angles and much steeper for greater incidence angles in 
comparison with typical surface. From view point of approximations of back scattering function considered in [8] it 
means that for such a region back scattering function is closer to Gaussian function rather than to other proposed 
functions. In [8] Magellan radar altimeter echo profiles were used for explicit estimation of back scattering 
function and a map of preference of some approximations was presented Venera-bright regions which are situated 
at low and moderate elevations (9 - 13) are the only regions in Venera survey zone where preference of Gaussian 
function dominates. 

Regions which are darker than typical plains in Venera radar brightness map, including a number of halos 
around impact craters, are usually Magellandark and have rather low meter-scale roughness, meanwhile there are 
some regions with dark mantling seen in the mosaics which are not Veneradark or even are Venera-bright (as 
discussed above). Halos of impact craters and other diffuse dark features in Magellan mosaics are thought to 
appear due to mantling of the surface with soil. Variety of Venera radar brightness signature implies that soil is 
rather Merent in its properties (thckness, material, F c l e  size). It also points, that examination of explicit 
estimations of radar back scattering function (VGDR) could tell us interesting information about these properties. 
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